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• January 31, 2020
– HHS declares a Public Health 

Emergency (Section 319 of Public
Health Service Act) (90 days)

• March 2020
– WHO declares COVID-19 a pandemic
– Trump Administration declares a nationwide emergency 

(Section 201 of National Emergencies Act) (1 year)
– Employers send workers home and many public and 

private schools transition to remote learning

Background on COVID-19
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Background on COVID-19

• April 2020
– US records 18,600 deaths and more than 500,000 

confirmed COVID-19 cases
– CDC starts encouraging Americans to wear masks
– States and major cities began implementing mask mandates
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• September 22, 2020
– Number of confirmed COVID-19 deaths in the US surpasses 200,000
– By end of September, more than one million people have died from

COVID-19 across the globe
• December 2020

– Vaccines became available primarily for front line workers and then to the 
more general public in early 2021

• Summer/ Fall 2021 
– Major employers were beginning to impose vaccine mandates
– Biden administration issued a vaccine mandate for large employers, which 

was subsequently invalidated in January 2022 by the Supreme Court

Background on COVID-19
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• 2022 has witnessed a number of changes
– Introduction of home test kits has significantly impacted the 

data gathering process
– Variants continue to develop and generally considered to be 

more contagious but less likely to cause serious health 
complications (especially for the vaccinated)

– No longer required to wear a mask on airplanes and no longer 
required to provide proof of a negative test to enter the U.S. 
after foreign travel

– Mask use has declined considerably in general

Background on COVID-19
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• President Biden stated that the pandemic is “over” 
during CBS’s 60 Minutes (September 2022)

• Public Health Emergency is set to expire on October 13, 
2022, but HHS has stated that it will provide states a 
60-day notice of the termination
– As of the drafting of this presentation, HHS had not

provided notice

Background on COVID-19
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• Lessons Learned from the last two years for the 
next pandemic (focus on benefit plan universe)

• Vaccination requirements by union
• Vaccination requirements by employers
• What pandemic-era benefit changes can be 

undone and when 
– What changes should you keep?

Outline for Today’s Discussion
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• Leave time, specific to declared pandemic
• Health care premiums or copays based on 

tobacco use, vaccination status, wellness 
program participation

Outline for Today’s Discussion
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Lessons Learned
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• Utilizing technology for meetings and JATC 
programs

• New laws and regulations
• Electronic signatures for trust documents, 

contracts, pension applications, etc.
• Managing the workforce 

Lessons Learned From the 
Last Two Years for the Next Pandemic
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• In March 2020, most employers sent employees home to 
work remotely

• Many states transitioned their public schools to remote 
learning
– Many JATC programs also transitioned classroom instruction to 

online 
• Migration to utilizing video conferencing programs to 

communicate and conduct meetings
– Zoom
– Teams
– Webex

Lessons Learned: 
Utilizing Technology for Meetings
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• Steep learning curve for everyone 
• “Your honor, I am not a cat.”

Lessons Learned:
Utilizing Technology for Meetings

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGOofzZOyl8
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• Basic rules we all had to learn
– Mute your microphone
– Be aware of your background (and possible 

interruptions)
– Dress appropriately 
– Make sure you have the program set-up and 

operational before the meeting starts
– Protect sensitive information

Lessons Learned:
Utilizing Technology for Meetings
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• Many JATC programs were forced to transition 
training to an online platform

• COVID protocols for students and instructors 
were disruptive

Lessons Learned:
Utilizing Technology for JATC Programs
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• Many programs have strict attendance policies
– Required number of hours of classroom instructions 

before advancement
• Many trades require in-person instruction to 

develop and teach necessary skills, e.g., 
welding, plumbing, operating heavy equipment

• Challenge of operating a training program with 
risk of wide-spread job shut-downs due to 
COVID infections originating from JATC classes

Lessons Learned:
Utilizing Technology for JATC Programs
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• Communication between legal counsel, consultants and 
administrator critical to meet compliance deadlines
– Mandate to provide free at-home test kits
– COBRA subsidies
– Tolling of limitations period

• Establish process and designation of responsibility 
– Board action
– Amendments to Plan documents

• Amendments to agreements
– Participant communications
– Implementation of changes

Lessons Learned:
New Laws and Regulations
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• Several key areas where obtaining signatures became a 
challenge
– Trust Documents

• Amendments and Service Provider Agreements
– Participant applications or documents requiring a notary

• Since 2000, electronic signatures constitute legally 
binding documents if all parties choose to sign digitally
– Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act and 

Uniform Electronic Transactions Act
– Some exceptions (e.g., wills, court orders)

Lessons Learned:
Electronic Signatures
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• Most trust documents already had provisions for 
board action without an in-person meeting
– Review trust and make sure it has language 

authorizing action electronically
– Adopt policy (informal or formal) for obtaining 

signatures
• Returning to “wet” signatures

Lessons Learned:
Electronic Signatures
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• IRS does accept electronic signatures, but per a 
2019 Memorandum issued by the Office of Chief 
Counsel, plan sponsor is required to produce a 
valid, executed plan document or the IRS may 
pursue disqualification of the plan

Lessons Learned:
Electronic Signatures
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• Across the United States businesses 
suffered from shortages in the workforce

• Fund Administrators, consultants, banks 
all had to solve the problems of 
employee absences due to COVID illness 
or childcare issues

• Many industries were impacted by and 
continue to experience supply chain 
issues

Lessons Learned: Managing the Workforce 
and Supply Chain Disruptions
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• Printing SPDs and other plan communications 
has been disrupted

• JATC programs faced staffing shortages with 
instructors and staff unable to work due to 
COVID infections or family issues
– JATC programs struggle with obtaining technology 

such as laptops, smart boards, and supplies for the 
classrooms (plumbing supplies, electrical wire and 
components, building materials)

Lessons Learned: Managing the Workforce 
and Supply Chain Disruptions
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• Employee benefit plans funded by employer 
contributions faced many challenges with some 
industries facing near total cessation of work

Lessons Learned: Managing the Workforce 
and Supply Chain Disruptions
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• On April 24, 2020, the American Hotel and Lodging Association 
released a report on the status of the hotel industry. 
– https://www.hotelmanagement.net/own/studies-break-down-covid-19-s-

impact-hotels-travel-plans
• The key findings of the report include:

– Impact to travel industry 9 times worse than 9/11. (Tourism Economics)
– 50 percent revenue decline (projected) for entirety of 2020

(Oxford Economics)
– Eight in 10 hotel rooms are empty. (STR)
– 2020 is projected to be the worst year on record for hotel occupancy. 

(CBRE)

Lessons Learned: Managing the Workforce 
and Supply Chain Disruptions
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• Key findings: (continued)

– Forecasted occupancy rate for 2020 worse than 1933 
during the Great Depression. (CBRE)

– 70 percent of hotel employees laid off or furloughed. 
(Oxford Economics and Hotel Effectiveness)

– $2.4 billion in weekly lost wages due to the crisis 
(Oxford Economics and Hotel Effectiveness)

– Nearly 3.9 million total hotel-supported jobs lost since 
the crisis began (Oxford Economics)

Lessons Learned: Managing the Workforce 
and Supply Chain Disruptions
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COVID-19 Vaccines
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• Early December 2020, the FDA grants 
Emergency Use Authorization to Pfizer-BioNTech 

• Moderna granted EUA about 10 days later
• End of February 2021 FDA grants EUA for 

Johnson and Johnson vaccine

COVID-19 Vaccines
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• Healthcare workers and frontline workers begin 
the vaccination process at the end of 2020,
early 2021

• Vaccines become available for the elderly and 
most vulnerable as rollout continues

• Early reports indicated that people who had 
been vaccinated were less likely to be 
hospitalized

COVID-19 Vaccines
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COVID-19 Vaccines

• In the US, the vaccine becomes an emotional 
and politically charged issue

• Federal government purchased millions of doses, 
but the cost of administration was covered by 
health plans

• In the summer of 2021, federal government and 
some larger employers began implementing 
mandatory vaccination as a condition of 
employment
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Vaccination Requirements 
by Unions
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• DISCLAIMER—Vaccination requirements remain 
fluid. Check websites for current information

• As vaccine mandates were being implemented, 
many unions were supportive of measures to 
protect workers 

• Some unions were opposed to the mandates 
• Many unions wanted to be part of the discussion 

developing the mandates 

Vaccination Requirements by Unions
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• International Union of Painters and Allied Trades supported 
vaccine mandates

• National Education Association—Endorsed vaccine mandates 
but encouraged policies to be handled through collective 
bargaining

• AFL-CIO—Endorsed vaccine mandates but encouraged policies 
to be handled through collective bargaining

• AFL-CIO, UFCW, and Service Employees International Union 
(SEIU)—Unions sued the Biden administration to expand 
vaccine mandate requirements to include small employers

Vaccination Requirements by Unions
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Vaccination Requirements 
by Employers
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• VA mandated vaccine for its health workers in 
July 2021

• Federal government implemented mandate for 
employees in November 2021

• Large employers such as Delta, Apple, Tyson 
Foods, McDonald’s and Goldman Sachs 
implemented vaccine mandates in 2021

Vaccination Requirements by Employers
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• Protests against mandates continued throughout 
2021 and into 2022

• Litigation filed by individuals and by some states 
to fight against mandates

Vaccination Requirements by Employers
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• In November 2021 OSHA issued an Emergency 
Temporary Standard (ETS) requiring employers with 100 
or more employees to implement a vaccine mandate by 
January 10, 2022 or require weekly testing 

• Supreme Court held the ETS was invalid on January 13, 
2022

• OSHA withdrew the ETS effective January 26, 2022
• Employers may still implement vaccine mandates, but 

not required to by OSHA

Vaccine Requirements 
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Pandemic Era 
Benefit Changes
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• Flood of new laws requiring action on the part 
of multiemployer health and retirement plans

• Major pieces of legislation passed between 
March 2020 and March 2021 and countless 
pages of regulations

• Several requirements imposed immediate 
compliance deadlines

Pandemic Era Benefit Changes
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• March 18, 2020
– Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA)

• Health
– Mandates coverage without cost-sharing of COVID testing and 

qualifying coronavirus preventative services by group health plans, 
health insurance issuers, and grandfathered plans

– Starts on date of enactment
• Paid Leave 

– Mandates paid leave for employers with fewer than 500 employees
– Temporarily expands FMLA protections to include paid and unpaid leave 

in certain circumstances
– Effective not later than 15 days after date of enactment

Pandemic Era Benefit Changes
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• March 27, 2020
– Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (“CARES”) Act

• Health
– Expands definition of covered diagnostic tests
– Permits HSAs, FSAs, and HRAs to provide reimbursement for over-the-

counter drugs and menstrual care products without a prescription
– Specifies that plans and insurers must reimburse testing providers at 

same rate as before national emergency
– Clarifies an employer’s requirement to provide paid sick leave

Pandemic Era Benefit Changes
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• CARES Act (continued)
• Retirement

– Qualified Plan and IRA withdrawal and loan relief
– Waiver of 2020 Required Minimum Distributions
– Single Employer Funding contribution deadline adjustment. For plan 

years including any portion of 2020, can take advantage of Adjusted 
Funding Target Attainment Percentage (AFTAP) relief.

Pandemic Era Benefit Changes
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• December 27, 2020
– Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021 (CAA)

• Substantial changes to health care law (e.g., provisions relating to 
surprise billing, transparency in pricing, advance EOBs, anti-gag law 
provisions, ID cards, etc.)

• Additional emphasis on MHPAEA compliance
• Direct payments to individuals
• Extends paid and sick leave tax credits
• $30 billion for vaccine procurement and distribution
• $44 billion to states for testing, contact tracing and COVID mitigation
• FSA Changes—Permits individuals to carry over 2020 unused 

balances into 2021

Pandemic Era Benefit Changes
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• March 11, 2021
– American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)

• Temporary COBRA subsidies
• Affordable Care Act subsidies
• Extended credits for paid sick and family leave
• Established the Special Financial Assistance program through the 

PBGC for multiemployer pension funds

Pandemic Era Benefit Changes
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• Tolling of limitations period for COBRA election, COBRA premium 
payments, benefit claims and appeals and HIPAA special enrollment 
periods
– One year (or, if earlier, 60 days from the end of §319 PHE)

• COBRA subsidies
– Only in effect between April 1, 2021 through September 30, 2021

• COVID testing
– Ends when §319 PHE ends

• COVID vaccinations
– Added to Preventive Care list
– Grandfathered plans would not have to continue at end of PHE

Pandemic Era Benefit Changes
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• At home test kits
– Ends when §319 PHE ends

• Consolidated Appropriations Act Changes
– Permanent 
– Various compliance deadlines, but changes

generally are not impacted by the pandemic
• Pension funding relief

– Remains in effect, not impacted by pandemic
• Retirement plan temporary relief

– Waiver of 2020 required minimum distribution
– For one plan year beginning on or after March 1, 2020 and before March 1, 2022, 

plans not required to update funding improvement or rehab plans

Pandemic Era Benefit Changes
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Leave Time
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• Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA) 
mandated paid leave for employers with fewer 
than 500 employees

Leave Time
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• FFCRA required certain employers to provide paid sick 
leave for up to two weeks (80 hours) for employees
who were:
– Unable to work because of quarantine 
– Experiencing COVID symptoms 
– Bona fide need to care for an individual subject to quarantine or 

to care for a child (under age 18) whose school or provider is 
closed due to COVID-19.

• Up to an additional 10 weeks of paid leave due to a bona 
fide need to care for a child whose school or childcare 
provider is closed or unavailable due to COVID-19

Leave Time
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• The relief originally provided through FFCRA has expired 
(December 31, 2020) and employees are now subject to 
protections under any state law or under the FMLA
– https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/fmla/pandemic#:~:text=Cur

rently%2C%20federal%20law%20generally%20does,for%20so
meone%20with%20COVID%2D19

• Family Medical Leave Act—Eligible employees are able to
take up to 12 weeks of unpaid leave
– https://www.dol.gov/general/topic/benefits-leave/fmla

Leave Time
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Health Care Premiums 
or Copays
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• Tobacco Use
– Under the ACA insurers may charge smokers up to 

50% more than non-smokers (not all states have 
implemented this surcharge to the maximum of 50%)

– If included as part of a wellness program, there are 
additional requirements (see next slide on Wellness 
Programs)

Health Care Premiums or Copays
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• Vaccination Status
– COVID hospitalizations of unvaccinated adults in the 

US cost $13.8 billion from June to November 2021
• https://www.ajmc.com/view/imposing-a-health-insurance-

surcharge-on-the-unvaccinated

Health Care Premiums or Copays
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• Between November 2021 and April 2022 Delta 
Airlines charged all of its unvaccinated 
employees a $200 monthly surcharge for health 
insurance

Health Care Premiums or Copays
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• DOL issued FAQs on October 4, 2021
– Insurers may discount insurance for those who are 

vaccinated, but only within the parameters of the 
Wellness Program requirements

– May not condition eligibility for benefits or coverage 
on vaccination status

– Benefits must be uniformly available to all similarly 
situated individuals and any restriction may not be 
based on a health factor

Health Care Premiums or Copays
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• Wellness Program Participation
– Programs may be participatory or health contingent
– May offer a reward or a penalty for a program
– If participatory no limit on financial incentives but must be open

to all employees and the reward may not be contingent upon a
health outcome

– If health contingent, may not exceed 30% of the cost of the health care 
plan (calculated as the amount paid by the employee and the employer 
combined)

• Need to provide reasonable accommodation due to a medical condition
– Maximum penalty is 50% for wellness programs targeting tobacco use

Health Care Premiums or Copays
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Key Takeaways Session 
Evaluation—
Scan this 
QR code.

Session 
eval QR 

code here

• Pandemic had a profound impact on operations for 
health, retirement, and training funds

– Forced changes to operations from how meetings are 
conducted to how training is delivered

– Positive and negative changes and each group should 
determine best practices to meet operational needs

– Impact on contributing employers caused disruption in 
contributions to the plans and trustees need to look at 
long-term impact on funding status 

• For health plans, many changes to laws—Some are 
permanent and some will expire with the end of the 
public health emergency

– Review with your plan counsel and consultants
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Questions
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